
 My in-detail story of the zoo monkey adventure  

 

As grandfather said “Ah, I guess your father didn’t tell you about the escaped zoo monkeys.” A black 
figure in the shape of a monkey appeared, not the size of a large wild monkey just a small, typical 
zoo sized monkey. This one was still different; different to the typical zoo monkey this had deep, 
pink, eyes. Tony’s eyes widened, “They cause a lot of trouble around here.” said grandfather, 
“Really?” said Tony, “Yes, yes, they take bananas from anything, pre-schoolers, adults even each 
other!”. Tony’s eyes widened once more but not in awe but this time in fear . . .   

 

Tony was scared so scared grandfather could tell not by his facial expressions but by the tone of his 
voice. Tony was saying repeatedly under his breath “Why are we in the jungle?”. Although in Tony’s 
eyes they were in a jungle, they had just gone to the forest south of grandfather’s house, it was 
Tony’s imagination running wild; wild and free. “Young Tony do not be alarmed about our current 
location.” We are in south Africa on a safari trip. Grandfather was pretending they were on a safari 
in south Africa so they could have some fun while Tony’s father was away. “O-ok Grandfather.” 
Stuttered Tony. 

“O-OOH EEK!” Said the monkeys all around Tony and Grandfather. “Hey monkeys look what I have a 
banana.” Grandfather pulled out a golden yellow banana, then he unpeeled it and slipped it into his 
mouth “Mmmmm Absolutely Delicious!”. The Monkeys felt betrayed as a result of this feeling they 
chased after Grandfather and Tony. Tony hopped into the waggon and hid his head in his hands then 
Grandfather pulled the waggon to a bright light at the end of the jungle the they were falling but 
then the waggon turned into a plane and they flew far away to have an adventure on the moon. 

 

 The End  


